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Visual Basic 2008 (VB 2008) is relatively easy to learn for anyone familiar with anotherobject-oriented language. Even someone familiar with Visual Basic 6.0 who is looking for an object-oriented language will find VB 2008 easy to pick up. However, though VB 2008, coupled with .NET, provides a quick path for creating simple applications, you still must know a wealth of information and understand how to use it correctly in order to produce sophisticated, robust, fault-tolerant applications. We teach you what you need to know and explain how best to use your knowledge so that you can quickly develop true VB 2008 expertise.

Idioms and design patterns are invaluable for developing and applying expertise, and we show you how to use many of them to create applications that are efficient, robust, fault-tolerant, and exception-safe. Although many are familiar to C++ and Java programmers, some are unique to .NET and the Common Language Runtime (CLR). We show you how to apply these indispensable idioms and design techniques to seamlessly integrate your VB 2008 applications with the .NET runtime, focusing on the new capabilities of VB 2008.

Design patterns document best practices in application design that many different programmers have discovered and rediscovered over time. In fact, .NET itself implements many well-known design patterns. You will see these practices detailed throughout this book. Also, it is important to note that the invaluable tool chest of techniques is evolving constantly.

.NET 3.5 provides a unique and stable cross-platform execution environment. VB 2008 is only one of the languages that target this powerful runtime. You will find that many of the techniques explored in this book are also applicable to any language that targets the .NET runtime.

As you’ll see, it doesn’t take years of trial-and-error experience to become a VB 2008 expert. You simply need to learn about the right tools and the correct ways to use them. That’s why we wrote this book for you.
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Middleware Management with Oracle Enterprise Manager Grid Control 10g R5Packt Publishing, 2010
Today's IT environment is very complex, encompassing a myriad of technologies and middleware platforms. Many organizations have large and heterogeneous middleware platforms that power their enterprise applications and it is often a real challenge for administrators to meet agreed service levels and minimize downtime. Oracle Enterprise Manager...
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Chris Crawford on Game DesignNew Riders Publishing, 2003
Chris Crawford on Game Design is all about the  foundational skills behind the design and architecture of a game. Without these  skills, designers and developers lack the understanding to work with the tools  and techniques used in the industry today. Chris Crawford, the most highly  sought after expert in this...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to Building RobotsQue, 2003
Finally, a robots book for people who don't know the first  thing about robotics! Absolute Beginner's Guide to  Robots is well-written, inviting, and action-packed, with engaging ideas  and fascinating factoids about robots and robot-related arts and sciences. You  are led gently into the...
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How to Be a People Magnet : Finding Friends--and Lovers--and Keeping Them for LifeContemporary Books, 2000
Some folks are human magnets. People smile at them wherever they go. They have faithful friends who would do anything for them. They get invited to all the parties. They have more dates than they can handle. What's their secret? According to bestselling author Leil Lowndes, beloved and popular people know the secret of fearless communicating . . ....
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LINUX in A Nutshell: A Desktop Quick Reference (3rd Edition)O'Reilly, 2000
Linux in a Nutshell covers the core commands available on common Linux distributions. This isn't a scaled-down quick reference of common commands, but a complete reference to all user, programming, administration, and networking commands with complete lists of options. 
 
Contents also include: 
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Objective-C Phrasebook (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2011

	Objective-C Phrasebook gives you the code phrases you need to quickly and effectively complete your programming projects with Objective-C, on systems including iOS and Mac OS X.
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